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Abstract

(a)

Detecting an object part relies on two sources of information - the appearance of the part itself, and the context
supplied by surrounding parts. In this paper we consider
problems in which a target part cannot be recognized reliably using its own appearance, such as detecting lowresolution hands, and must be recognized using the context of surrounding parts. We develop the ‘chains model’
which can locate parts of interest in a robust and precise
manner, even when the surrounding context is highly variable and deformable. In the proposed model, the relation
between context features and the target part is modeled in a
non-parametric manner using an ensemble of feature chains
leading from parts in the context to the detection target. The
method uses the configuration of the features in the image
directly rather than through fitting an articulated 3-D model
of the object. In addition, the chains are composable, meaning that new chains observed in the test image can be composed of sub-chains seen during training. Consequently,
the model is capable of handling object poses which are
infrequent, even non-existent, during training. We test the
approach in different settings, including object parts detection, as well as complete object detection. The results show
the advantages of the chains model for detecting and localizing parts of complex deformable objects.

(c)

(b)

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed approach. (a) The goal is to
detect object parts (e.g., hand, hoof) of deformable objects (e.g.,
person, horse) in still images, when the parts of interest are not
recognizable on their own; (b) During testing, the inference graph
of the chains model is constructed for each test image and used
to compute the chains model posterior for the detected part. The
edges are color-coded according to their weights (red=high). (c)
Star marks the global maximum of the posterior.

the point of view of how they specify the relative locations
of object parts, and their ability to detect a part of interest
specified to the system, using the surrounding context.
Existing approaches can be divided into several groups
depending on the way they model geometric relationships
between parts. The simplest methods do not explicitly
model feature geometry; for example, the so called bagof-features approaches, such as [25, 3]. Another popular
approach models feature geometry by a star model that allows each object part to have a region of tolerance relative
to some object reference point (star center) [16, 8, 13]. The
constellation model [9] allows more flexible joint Gaussian relationships between object parts. Finally, there are
models that try to capture more complex feature geometry,
such as feature hierarchy [6, 23], articulated spring models
[7, 21, 10, 2, 14, 5] and level-set methods [22]. In terms
of object and part localization, the bag-of-features methods provide only a rough estimate of object location as a
cluster of relevant features. The star and the constellation
models provide more specific object and part localization,
but they are particularly suitable for semi-rigid objects and
they do not focus on the detection of specific parts of interest. Feature hierarchies provide more flexible geometry, but
are much more complex to learn, and in current approaches

1. Introduction

Two main sources of information can be used for detecting a part of interest of an object: the appearance of the part
itself, and the context supplied by surrounding parts. In the
current paper we focus on detecting the location of a part
of a deformable object using the context supplied by other
parts of the object (denoted ‘internal context’ below). We
also show that the same approach can be used to detect complete objects using the internal context of their parts. The
detection of object parts and objects are interrelated tasks,
since object parts can be used for detecting the objects, and
the internal context of the object can be used to detect parts.
Below, we briefly review existing recognition systems from
1

[6, 23] are still restricted to semi-rigid objects. Finally, articulated models and level-set methods assume a known apriori model of object deformation (with the exception of
[21]). Such models may encounter problems when the deformations are complex and only partially covered by the
training examples. Moreover, most existing approaches (except [3]) train a relatively small feature codebook (e.g., obtained through quantization of randomly sampled patch descriptors), and all geometric approaches train a fixed model
for the spatial arrangement of these features. One problem
with using a feature codebook and a fixed spatial model is
that they are trained to fit well the majority of the training examples, while infrequent object poses in the training
set are usually underrepresented. This is reflected both in
the lack of features for these poses, as well as in the spatial model that does not fit well the infrequent poses. This
problem becomes particularly significant when the task is
the detection of parts of a highly deformable object, such as
hand detection, since many of the possible object poses are
infrequent in the training set.
The goal of the proposed approach is to obtain precise
localization of parts of highly deformable objects. An example goal would be detecting the hand location in images
of people captured from a distance or in a pose that does
not allow detecting the hand reliably based on its own appearance. The approach is different from past approaches in
several respects. First, the model focuses on detecting parts
of interest, whereas many recognition models focus on the
detection of the object itself, and ambiguous parts may be
missed during recognition. Second, the way it captures geometric relations between features is neither through a semirigid model, such as a star or a constellation, nor through
an articulated model fitted to the majority of the training
set. Instead, we propose a new non-parametric probabilistic model (the chains model) and its associated inference
algorithm, which can efficiently handle complex non-rigid
feature configurations. This is obtained by using multiple
feature chains leading from potential source features to the
target part. Third, instead of using a relatively small feature codebook, all of the relevant features extracted from
the training images are retained and efficiently used during the testing. Consequently, the model is able to represent information from all training images, including images
containing rare poses. Fourth, all relative pair-wise spatial
configurations of the relevant features extracted from the
training images are retained and used to build the geometric
model for the features on the test image. As a result, even
rare poses are not under-represented, both in terms of the
features as well as in terms of their geometric model. An
overview of the approach is given in figure 1.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed approach and its implementation details. Section 3 describes the experimental valida-

tion. Summary and discussion are provided in section 4.

2. Method

This section describes the proposed ‘chains model’, the
associated feature selection approach and the implementation details of the method. For clarity, the hand detection
task will be used for illustrating the proposed method. In
addition, we describe the use of the method for full object
detection in section 2.3.
Intuitively, the chains model describes an assembly of
feature chains of arbitrary length that start at some known
reference point on the object, such as an automatically detected face, and terminate at the detection target, such as the
hand. The chains model is a generative model for the set of
features extracted from the test image. It generates some of
the features by creating a feature chain between the source
(face) and the target (hand) parts. The rest of the features
are generated independently out of the ’world’ distribution,
i.e. marginal distribution over all images. During inference,
we marginalize over all possible feature chains between the
face and the hand. This is shown to be equivalent to summing over simple paths in a graph connecting the features
extracted from the test image, with edge weights that are
related to the so-called suspicious coincidence between the
neighboring features. We show how we can approximate
the solution of the inference problem by a simple computation using the adjacency matrix of the constructed graph.
In the algorithm, the method for estimating different empirical probabilities of the features is similar to the one used
by [3], and is based on Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
over neighbors computed using the Approximate Nearest
Neighbor (ANN) technique. The details of this computation are described in section 2.5.

2.1. Feature extraction

For each image In (training or test), the face location is
detected using an off-the-shelf method (we used [13]). De-
note the location of the detected face by `fn = xfn , ynf
and its horizontal size of by sn . All other distances, offsets and patch sizes are computed relative to sn , eliminating the dependence on the scale of the person. We extract a
dense set of features centered on all edge points of In (detected by [18]) sampled with a spacing of min(0.2 ∙ sn , 4)
pixels.
Denote the set of extracted features by Fn =
 j
fn = SIF Tnj , Xnj |j = 1, 2, . . . , kn , where kn is the
total number of features extracted from image In , SIF Tnj
is the SIFT descriptor (128-D row vector) [17] of feature
j from image In , computed for sn × sn sized patch centered at location Xnj (2-D row vector). For training images
only, we also denote
 the marked hand location in image In
by `hn = xhn , ynh . For training and quantitative evaluation,
ground truth hand locations were semi-automatically iden-
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As we found in our experiments, this feature selection criterion favors features whose presence correlates with the target part location (e.g., many arm features were automatically selected for hand detection). The probabilities used to
compute Λjn are estimated as described in section 2.5.
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Figure 2. (a) Chains model applied for part detection. The unobserved variable Lh is the location of the target part (e.g. hand).
Lf = `fN is the observed location of the reference part (e.g. face)
in image IN . The edges symbolize the chains
graph’
 ‘feature
j
. Unobconstructed over the set of observed features F j = fN
served variables T and M (affecting all the nodes) select a simple
path T (red) of length M on the graph. Features not on this path
are generated from their respective ‘world’ distributions. During
inference we marginalize over T and M , summing over paths on
the graph going from the reference part to each candidate location of the target part. (b) Chains model applied for full object
detection as an extended star model. (c) Star model. Unobserved
binary variables Aj (one per feature), control whether the feature
is generated with respect to the star center or from its ‘world’ distribution.

tified in some of the hand detection experiments. In these
experiments a colored glove was used for fast and simple
hand tracking, using a color blob tracker with manual initialization. Although color was used to obtain the ground
truth, both training and testing of the chains model were
performed on grayscale images in all of the experiments. In
addition, experiments on external datasets (of [5] and [10])
verified the proposed approach on people without gloves.

2.2. Feature selection for target (hand) detection

The training stage proceeds as follows. The algorithm
receives a set of training frames in which a person performs various hand movements. At each frame, both the
hand and the face locations are marked by a single point
each, as described in Section 2.1. No motion information
is used. The feature selection procedure then retains 100
features with highest likelihood ratio from each training image. The ratio Λjn for feature fnj in image In is computed as:
P (Lh =`h ,F j =f j ,Lf =`f )
Λjn = P Lh 6=`nh ,F j =fnj ,Lf =`nf where the random variables
(
n
n)
n
Lh and Lf designate the hand and face locations respectively, and F j is a random variable for the j-th observed feature. Throughout the paper we will
 use a shorthand form of

variable assignments, e.g., P `fn instead of P Lf = `fn .

Model definition. The chains model is a generative model
for the features extracted from the test image IN . The
observednvariables of the
D model are the
Eo extracted features
j
j
= SIF TNj , XN
and the detected
F N = F j = fN

face (source part) location Lf = `fN . The upper index
j of the features is according to some arbitrary order of
the feature extractor (the order is immaterial for the subsequent computation). The unobserved variables are the location of the hand (target part) denoted by Lh , an arbitrary
length M and an ordered list of feature indices denoted by
T = hT (1) , . . . , T (M )i, where 1 ≤ T (i) ≤ kN . kN is
the number of features extracted from image IN . The list T
defines a simple chain of features (i.e., without repetitions).
The joint distribution of all these variables is taken to be:
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In this expression, along the chain we use the conditional
probability of each feature given its chain predecessor, and
for features outside the chain we take the independent product of their ‘world probabilities’. The distribution P (M, T )
is taken to be uniform over simple chains of length up to
M = 4 and such that locations of neighboring chain features are neither too close nor too far apart (i.e for any
T (m+1)
T (m)
1 ≤ m < M : 12 sN ≤ XN
− XN
≤ 32 sN ).
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of the features that lie outside the chain T . P fN
`N
is the conditional probability for transition
 from theface to
T (M )
the first feature on the chain, and P Lh fN
is the
probability of transition from the last feature on the chain
to the hand. All of these probabilities will be explicitly defined in section 2.5. We next divide the joint PCH by the
Q
j
, which is fixed for a given image
term f j ∈FN PW fN
N
IN , thus rewriting the joint in an equivalent form as:
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cally illustrated in figure 2a.
Inference. The goal of the inference is to compute the posterior distribution over the hand locations:
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‘feature graph’ GN . The nodes of GN are fN
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j
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from node fN
to node fN
is wjk =

j
k
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,fN
)

(a ratio

similar to ‘suspicious coincidence’). The adjacency matrix
AN of GN is a matrix in which entry jk is equal to wjk if
j
k
the directed edge from fN
to fN
exists in GN and is zero
otherwise. Using this notation, the marginal over chains of
length smaller or equal to M can be computed as:
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where rectangular brackets denote row vectors. Here S
is the source vector containing edge weights between the
source part and its neighbors; C ∗ is the chains matrix, where
entry jk is the sum of products of weights on all simple
paths going from node k to node j in the graph GN ; and
D is the target vector containing the edge weights between
the target part and its neighbors. The matrix C is used as an
easily computable approximation of C ∗ , obtained by summing over all paths of length ≤ M , and not only over simple
paths. The reason to use an approximation is that computing
k best simple paths is costly [12], and in our experiments we
have found the simple approximation to be sufficient. Entry
t
jk of the adjacency matrix (AN ) is the sum of the weights

of all directed paths of length t going from node k to node
j, where the weight of a path is a product of weights of
edges on it. Consequently, finding Lh that maximizes eq.
3 is equivalent to max-marginal inference over the posterior of the chains model. Thus the inference in the model
is simple and straightforward, involving only a few matrix
multiplications. Interestingly, it is also possible to compute in a similar manner the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP)
inference
for the chains model, using the observation that
√
r
ar + br → max (a, b). Raising each entry of D, AN
r→∞
and S to a sufficiently large P
power r, obtaining the respecM −1
m
tive √
Dr , ArN , Sr , and Cr = m=0 (ArN ) , and maximizing r Dr ∙ Cr ∙ Sr becomes equivalent to a MAP inference
for the chains model. We have experimentaly observed that
using a combination of MAP and max-marginal √
inference
attains the best performance. We maximize D ∙ r Cr ∙ Sr ,
where the r-th root here is taken entry-wise. This is equivalent to maximizing a sum over all of the features in terms of
their votes for possible hand locations, where each feature
vote is determined by the single maximal chain reaching it
from the source part. We use this method with r = 10 in all
our experiments. Finally, it is also possible to use the same
set of selected features for detecting multiple object parts
by replacing the vector D with a matrix in which each row
corresponds to a part being detected.
Star as a special case. Noteworthy, setting C = I in eq.
3 reduces the chains model to a variant of the popular star
model illustrated in figure 2c. This variant allows each feature to independently choose to be generated either by the
object or the world distributions. The proof of this reduction and the detailed description of the star model variant
are beyond the scope of the current paper and are provided
in supplementary material. In section 3 we quantitatively
show the advantage of the chains model over the star model
for highly deformable part detection.

2.4. Full object detection

The chains model can also be applied with some modifications to the task of full object detection. Similar to part
detection, the model can use the test image features to point
at the object location, either directly, or via intermediate
feature chains (see figure 2b). In this section we describe
how to apply the chains model to object detection. In the
final discussion we consider the integration of objects and
object parts detection within the chains model.
For detection at the object level, we eliminate the detection of the chain’s source part, thereby allowing an arbitrary
source location. As we no longer have a reference scale (obtained from the source size), the features’ SIFT descriptors
are computed for patches of a fixed predefined size (20 × 20
pixels). Instead, multi-scale support is achieved by testing
each image at multiple scales. The training stage runs on a
set of positive images (with objects roughly aligned in lo-
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HandDistkti ≤ 0.75, for (1)
j
k
h
Define HandDistkti = αti ∙ `h
. Restrict to neighbors with
ti − Xti − αn ∙ L − Xn
HandDistkti > 0.75, for (2)
j

{It1 , . . . , ItR } denotes the set of the training images.

Table 1. Computations of all the required model probabilities using ANN queries. A query for a vector V in a set S returns a set of k
neighbors, from which the estimated probability is computed by Gaussian Kernel Density Estimation -KDE(V, S).

cation and scale), and negative background images. In the
feature selection stage, features are selected by their logP (O=true,f j )
likelihood ratio defined as: Λjn = log P O=f alse,fnj where
(
n)
O is a binary variable designating the presence of the object
in an image. We retain up to 100 features with the highest
positive log-likelihood ratio from each positive training image. By allowing chains to originate at any node (not
 just
in `fn ), i.e. substituting P fnkn , `fn with P fnkn in eq.
3, detection of the full object and its parts can be obtained
without requiring a pre-detected reference part.

2.5. Probability estimates by ANN-based KDE

We next show how to efficiently compute, from the training data, all of the probabilities used in the model and
during the feature selection. These probabilities are computed using Kernel Density Estimation (KDE). Given a set
of samples from a distribution of interest {Y1 , . . . , YR }, a
Gaussian KDE estimate P (Y ) for the probability of a new
sample Y can be approximated as:
R

.

1 X
2
P (Y ) ∝
∙
exp −kY − Yr k 2σ 2
R r=1

.

X
1
2
∙
≈
exp −kY − Yr k 2σ 2
(4)
R
Yr ∈N N

where N N is the set of nearest neighbors of Y within the
given set of samples. When the number of samples R is

large, brute-force search for the N N set becomes infeasible. Therefore, we use Approximate Nearest Neighbor
(ANN) search (in the implementation of [19]) to compute
the KDE. For a given training image In or test image IN ,
table 1 describes the computation of all the required model
probabilities. In each case, the computation is based on an
ANN query. The query returns a set of K nearest neighbors,
and the Gaussian KDE is applied to this set to get the estimated probability. The accuracy of all of the computations
depends on the size of the NN set. In our experiments we
found that it is sufficient to(use K = 25 (which
was
 used


0.5 ,
f or P fn , fn
throughout). We used σ =
. Dif0.35 , otherwise

ferent value for P fnk , fnj is due to the higher dimensionality of the associated ANN query, which leads to accuracy
loss of the ANN implementation of [19].
k

3. Results

j

For the task of hand detection, the chains model was
compared with two types of models: a star model (described in the supplementary) and state of the art methods
specialized for human pose estimation [10, 2, 14, 5]. The
star model we used is a high performance method, which
gives state of the art results on several standard classification datasets. The comparisons were performed on several
datasets including three collected by us, two ‘sign language’
datasets collected by [5], and the ‘Buffy’ dataset collected

Scenario + Dataset

self trained (ST)

self trained (Horse)

person crossgeneralization (PCG)

full generalization (ST)

1
max

87

63.1

86.9

73.2

Chains

2
max

93.9

90.3

93.5

86.6

3
max

95.2

93.4

95.4
90

4
max

95.9

94.6

96.1

92.2

1
max

46.9

50.2

57.9

37.6

2
max

Star

65

61.6

74.1
52

3
max

75.7
68

81.9
66.9

4
max

81.2
74

85.5
74.7

Table 2. Comparison of hand detection results of the chains model
and the star model applied on ST, PCG and Horse datasets in various test scenarios. The columns titled ‘1 max’, ‘2 max’, etc., measure the detection performance within the top k local maxima after
non-maximal suppression with the radius of 0.25 face width. In all
of the scenarios, the standard deviation of the chains performance
is about 4%. In the full generalization scenario the performance of
[2] is 38.6%. In the horse hoof detection experiment, the reason
for the 63% in the ‘1 max’ vs. 90.3% in ‘2 max’, is that the system had a hard time distinguishing between the front-left and right
hoofs. This distinction was found confusing to humans as well.

by [10]. Details of the datasets are described in section 3.1.
All the compared approaches, except [5], were applied to
each frame independently, without using any tracking or
motion information. Our method was applied to grayscale
versions of the images, while most of the compared approaches [10, 14, 5] use color information. In all of the
experiments, the chains model detection of the hand was
considered correct if it was within one hand width (1/2 face
width) from the ground truth location. On our datasets the
hand detection accuracy was evaluated for the right hand
only. On all of the external datasets (not created by us),
hand detection accuracy was evaluated for both right and
left hands. For the external datasets, the compared methods’ results were taken out of the original publications. We
also compared with [2] on our own dataset using the original code kindly provided by the authors. The hand detection
experiments are described in section 3.1 and the results are
summarized in tables 2 and 3.
Evaluation of the full object detection was conducted on
two datasets: UIUC cars [1] and Weizmann Horses [4]. We
compare our performance to the star model (supplementary)
and to state of the art methods [20, 16, 15, 11, 24] on these
datasets. The experiments are described in section 3.2 and
the results are summarized in table 4. Qualitative results for
both hand and object detection are shown in figure 3 and in
the supplementary material.

3.1. Hand Detection

Our datasets. For our experiments, we collected three
datasets denoted by ‘ST’, ‘PCG’, and ‘Horse’. The ST
dataset consists of four movies (about 3000 frames each)
of four different people performing various hand movements. The PCG dataset has 12 movies of 12 different people (about 600 frames each). The Horse dataset consists of
a single movie of a running horse (1331 frames). For the

Setting

BBC news

5 signers
Buffy

Chains

[5]

1 max

2 max

3 max

4 max

1 max

84.9

92.8

95.4

96.7

-

96.8
47

99

53.9

99.5
56.7

99.6
59.3

[14]

[10]

1 max

1 max

78.951

-

95.6

86.371

-

39.21

-

561,2

[2]

1 max
-

46.1

Table 3. Comparison of hand detection results of the chains model
and past methods applied on sign language and Buffy datasets. (1)
[10, 14] reported average of detections of all 6 upper body parts.
We believe this can be considered an upper bound on the hand detection percentage since the method by Andriluka et al. [2] that
achieves 46.1% correct lower arm detection obtained 73.5% average detection for all the 6 body parts. (2) Result of [10] was
obtained on 88% of frames in the dataset using foreground segmentation, 41% - without using foreground segmentation.

Horse dataset the ground truth was obtained by manually
marking the front left hoof and the head locations. Experiment on the Horse dataset demonstrates that, unlike methods tailored to the human body, exactly the same chains
model algorithm (using the same parameters) can be used to
detect deformable parts of both humans and animals. The
experiments on our datasets were divided into three different test scenarios. The ST and the Horse datasets were used
for testing in the ‘self-trained’ scenario. The first 10001500 frames of each movie sequence in the dataset were
used for training and the rest were used for testing. The
PCG dataset was used to test cross-generalization between
different people in different clothing. The experiment was
performed in a leave-one-out manner: each of the twelve
movie sequences present in the dataset was used for testing while the remaining sequences were used for training.
Finally, the ‘full-generalization’ scenario included training
on all frames of the PCG dataset, and testing on the ST
dataset training frames (having the widest variety of poses).
This scenario tested both the generalization to new people
and clothes, as well as to new unseen background. Two
of the four people in ST dataset were present (in different clothing) in the PCG dataset and were excluded from
the PCG training in their respective tests. The method of
[2] attained 38.5% hand detection rate on the ST dataset.
Its performance is to be compared with the results of the
‘full-generalization’ scenario of our method since it was not
trained on any of our training data. Although [2] was not
given the detected face locations, it detected the face correctly in all but a very few test frames.
Sign language datasets. These two datasets include a
‘BBC news’ dataset containing a full BBC news sequence
with a single signer, and a ‘5-signers’ dataset - a collection
of frames from 5 news sequences, with different signers.
Both datasets were collected by [5]. On the BBC news
dataset the experiment was performed in a ‘self-trained’
fashion. We have manually marked the ground truth hand
locations for the first 3115 frames. The first 600 frames

(a)
(b)

Method

[20]

[11, 15]

[11]

Chains model

Result

99.9%

97.5%

Result

95.7%

93.9%

Method

[24]

Chains model (UIUC /
Caltech-101 trained)

[16]

98.5%

97.5

99.5% / 93.4%

1%

Star model (UIUC /
Caltech-101 trained)
98% / 89.2%

Star model
87.8

3%

Table 4. Comparison between different methods by precisionrecall at EER: (a) UIUC car testset; (b) Weizmann Horses dataset,
the larger advantage of the chains may be related to fact that horses
are somewhat more flexible than rigid 3-D objects, such as cars.

were used for training and the remaining 2515 frames were
used for testing. This is compatible with the experiment
of [5], who also trained and tested on the same sequence.
Notably, [5] used color and tracking cues, and quantitatively tested only on 296 frames. On the 5-signers dataset,
the experiment was in the ‘full-generalization’ mode. All
195 frames of the 5-signers dataset were used for testing
the model trained on the first 600 frames of the BBC news
dataset. We consider our setting to be more challenging
than the one used in [14], who trained and tested on the
same signers in their 5-signers dataset experiment.
Buffy dataset. The ‘Buffy’ dataset was collected by [10].
It contains frames selected from 4 episodes of the popular
series ‘Buffy the Vampire Slayer’. The methods we compared with used frames from the first 3 episodes for testing (308 images) and the 4th episode is reserved for training. In our experiment on this dataset, we have trained the
chains model on our PCG dataset plus 5 additional short
movie sequences of standing people we shot in our lab. The
reason for using additional movies is that the PCG dataset
contained only sitting people, while ‘Buffy’ dataset consists
mostly of standing people. Ground truth face locations were
used. We do not consider this to be a significant advantage
since the top competing method [2] achieved 96% correct
head detection and thereby mostly had the correct head locations as well. Since most of the Buffy frames are very
dark and of low contrast, histogram equalization was applied to all of the frames.

3.2. Full object detection

Car Detection. The UIUC car dataset contains side-view
images with one or more cars. Using 550 positive and 500
negative training images and 200 cars in 170 test images of
the UIUC single scale dataset, the chains model achieved
the recall of 99.5% at precision-recall Equal Error Rate
(EER). In addition, to test cross-dataset generalization, we
replaced the original UIUC training set with Caltech-101
cars, still achieving a competitive recall of 93.4% at EER.
Horse Detection. The Weizmann Horses dataset consists
of 323 side-on horse images in natural environments. The
horses vary in breeds, textures, and articulations. The
chains model achieved 97.5 ± 1% recall at EER computed
by a 3-fold cross-validation (with 500 negative images).

Figure 3. Qualitative examples, see supplementary for more examples and movies. Demonstrates hand detection for people in
various environments, poses and clothing. Object detection is illustrated by horse detection, chains posterior is overlayed on the
image (red = high posterior), star marks the global maximum.

4. Discussion

The chains model described in this paper locates parts of
interest in a robust and precise manner, even when the surrounding context is highly variable and deformable. Three
properties of the chains model make it particularly useful
for this task. First, evidence is combined in a flexible and
comprehensive manner: for a given part, information from
all other parts which can supply evidence regarding the
part’s location, either directly or indirectly via other parts,

is used. Second, the computation efficiently combines evidence in parallel from a large number of chains and subchains. Finally, it is a non-parametric model, in which the
required probabilities are derived for a new image using all
the information stored during training. Moreover, the probabilities are estimated using nearest neighbors, which can
handle effectively feature configurations that are relatively
infrequent in the training data. Another useful property of
the model is that it uses image features directly, without relying on domain-specific parametric models, such as models that use articulated skeletons of humans and animals.
Recognition at the full object level is naturally included
in the scheme, since chains in the model lead to a target,
which can be either a part or the full object. At the object level, the chains model can be viewed as an extended
star model, and consequently the performance in object detection is competitive with similar top-performing schemes
in the domains tested. The chains model can then use partial detection obtained during the first recognition phase as
sources for the recognition of additional, difficult to detect,
parts, embedded in deformable context. The detection of
ambiguous parts by the chains model can also be naturally
combined with other recognition schemes: partial results
obtained by other recognition schemes can be augmented
by serving as sources for disambiguating chains.
The training of the chains model for the part detection
task requires training images with labeled reference and target parts. In practice, these can often be obtained automatically; for example, for hand detection, we used a face detector and a colored glove tracking. More generally, the model
can be trained to generalize from cases in which the target
part is recognizable on its own, to cases in which it is not.
Regarding future directions, the chains model may be
extended to provide a useful component for scene recognition at multiple levels: chains can connect parts and objects, as well as related objects in a scene, providing a vehicle for the use of context in the recognition of scenes, objects and parts. Finally, it would be interesting to extend the
chains model to deal with video input by developing spatiotemporal chains, traversing features within a frame as well
as across nearby frames in a video sequence.
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